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Example 1 ï A Wikipedia Entry 
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Example 2 ï A Milo Product Review 
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Facts vs. Opinions 

ÅFacts: objective expressions about entities, events and 

their attributes, e.g. ñI bought an iPhone yesterdayò 

ÅOpinions: subjective expressions of sentiments, 

attitudes, emotions, appraisals or feelings toward 

entities, events and their attributes, e.g. ñI really love this 

new cameraò 
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Facts vs. Opinions ï An Article from NYT 

Å http://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/24/technology/internet/24emotion.html?_r=2&pagewanted=all 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/24/technology/internet/24emotion.html?_r=2&pagewanted=all
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Some Exceptions! 

ÅNot all subjective sentences contain opinions, e.g.  

ïñI want a phone with good voice qualityò 

ÅNot all objective sentences contain no opinions, e.g. 

ïñThe earphone broke in just two days!ò 
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History of Sentiment Analysis 

ÅIndividuals relied on a circle of  

ïFamily 

ïFriends 

ïColleagues 

ÅOrganizations used 

ïPolls 

ïSurveys 

ïFocus groups 

ÅSentiment analysis is growing rapidly 
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Why Now? 

ÅWWW has facilitated user-generated content 

ïe-commerce sites 

ïForums 

ïDiscussion groups 

ïBlogs 

ïTwitter, etc. 

ÅAdvances in NLP and text-processing 

ÅDistributed computing: e.g. Hadoop, Cloud 

ÅOur focus: automatically mining opinions, challenging but useful 



Opinions and Market Research 

http://www.fastcompany.com

/blog/kevin-

randall/integrated-

branding/market-research-

30-here-attitudes-meet-

algorithms-sentiment-

a?partner=rss is from a 

market-researcherôs 

perspective 
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Practical Applications ï Business & 

Organizations 

ÅBrand analysis 

ÅMarketing 

ÅCustomer voice: e.g. products, tourism 

ÅEvent monitoring, e.g. site outage 

ÅCommercial examples 

ïRadian6 

ïLexalytics 

http://www.radian6.com/
http://www.lexalytics.com/
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Practical Applications ï Individuals 

ÅShopping research, e.g. product reviews 
ï http://www1.epinions.com/prices/Canon_PowerShot_SD1300_IS_IXUS_105_Digital_Camera 

 

http://www1.epinions.com/prices/Canon_PowerShot_SD1300_IS_IXUS_105_Digital_Camera
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Practical Applications ï Individuals (cont.) 

ÅSeeking out opinions on topics such as finance 
ï http://community.nytimes.com/comments/bucks.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/03/10/where-all-the-mortgage-documents-

go/?scp=2&sq=refinance%20a%20loan&st=cse 

http://community.nytimes.com/comments/bucks.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/03/10/where-all-the-mortgage-documents-go/?scp=2&sq=refinance a loan&st=cse
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Practical Applications ï Advertising  

ÅPlacing ads in user-generated content 
ï http://www.zurich-hotels-booker.com/why-get-a-canon-powershot-a1200-98757.html 
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Practical Applications ï Opinion Search  

ÅProviding general search for opinions, not facts 

ÅTons of social media applications 

ïTED 

ïTWECAN 

ïSocialMention 

ïTweetSentiments 

http://recovery.doi.gov/press/us-geological-survey-twitter-earthquake-detector-ted/
http://twecan.com/
http://socialmention.com/
http://twittersentiment.appspot.com/
http://socialmention.com/
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Opinion Search ï One More Example 
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The Problem 

ÅA review example: (1) I bought an iPhone a few days ago. (2) It 

was such a nice phone. (3) The touch screen was really cool. (4) 

The voice quality was clear too. (5) Although the battery life was not 

long, that is ok for me. (6) However, my mother was mad with me as 

I did not tell her before I bought it. (7) She also thought the phone 

was too expensive, and wanted me to return it to the shop. . . . 

ÅFacts vs. opinions 

ÅOpinions have targets (objects and their attributes) on 

which opinions are expressed 
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Definitions 

ÅObject: an entity that can be a product, service, individual, 
organization, event, or topic, e.g. iPhone 

ÅAttribute: an object usually has two types of attributes 

ïComponents, e.g. battery, keypad/touch screen 

ïProperties, e.g. size, weight, color, voice quality 

ÅExplicit and implicit attributes 
ïExplicit attributes: those appearing in the opinion, e.g. ñthe battery 

life of this phone is too shortò 

ïImplicit attributes: those not appearing in the opinion, e.g. ñthis 
phone is too largeò (on attribute size) 

ÅOpinion holder: the person or organization that expresses the opinion 

ÅOpinion orientation (polarity): positive, negative, or neutral 

ÅOpinion strength: level/scale/intensity of opinion indicating how 
strong it is, e.g. contented Ą happy Ą joyous Ą ecstatic 
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Key Elements of an Opinion 

ÅOpinion: a person or organization that expresses a positive or 

negative sentiment on a particular attribute of an object at a certain 

time 

ÅQuintuple: <object, attribute, orientation, opinion holder, 

time> 

ïSome information may be implied due to pronouns, context, or 

language conventions 

ïSome information available from document attributes 

ïIn practice, not all five elements are needed 
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Direct vs. Comparative Opinions 

ÅDirect opinion: sentiment expressions on one or more attributes 

of an object, e.g. products, services, events 

ïñThe voice quality of this phone is fantasticò 

ïñAfter taking this medicine, my left knee feels worseò 

ÅComparative opinion: relations expressing similarities or 

differences between two or more objects based on some of the 

shared attributes of the objects, e.g. 

ïñThe voice quality of camera x is better than that of camera yò 

ÅThere are some difficult cases which are not covered, 

e.g. ñThe view finder and the lens of the camera are too 

close to each otherò 
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Explicit vs. Implicit Opinions 

ÅSentence subjectivity: an objective sentence expresses some 

factual information about the world, while a subjective sentence 

expresses some personal feelings or beliefs 

ÅExplicit opinion: an opinion on an attribute explicitly expressed in 

a subjective sentence, e.g. 

ïñThe voice quality of this phone is amazingò 

ïñThis camera is too heavyò 

ÅImplicit opinion: an opinion on an attribute implied in an objective 

sentence, e.g. 

ïñThe headset broke in two daysò 

ïñPlease bring back the old searchò 
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Outline 

1. Introduction 

2. Sentiment Identification & Classification 

3. Key Applications 

4. Examples 

5. Conclusions 
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A Product Review Example 

ÅAn epinions.com product review for Canon PowerShot 

SD1300 IS / Digital IXUS 105 Digital Camera 

 ñMy Canon Powershot takes great pictures! é My friend had 

gotten one about a year ago and she loves it. So, after seeing her 

enthusiasm about it I decided to get one and I will never go back 

to any other camera. I absolutely love this camera. I believe that 

every person on Earth should own one of these. é It is amazing! 

... There is not one thing I hate about this product, which is 

strange because I am a very picky person! éò 

ÅWhat do we see in this example? 

http://www.epinions.com/review/Canon_PowerShot_SD1300_IS_IXUS_105_Digital_Camera/content_540228619908
http://www.epinions.com/review/Canon_PowerShot_SD1300_IS_IXUS_105_Digital_Camera/content_540228619908
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Sentiment Analysis Tasks 

ÅGoal: identify and classify opinions 

ÅTask 1. Sentiment identification (Subjectivity 

identification): identify whether a piece of text expresses 

opinions 

ÅTask 2. Sentiment orientation classification: determine 

the orientation of an opinionated text 
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Sentiment Analysis Levels 

ÅDocument-level: identify if the document (e.g. product 

reviews, blogs, forum posts) expresses opinions and 

whether the opinions are positive, negative, or neutral 

ÅSentence-level: identify if a sentence is opinionated and 

whether the opinion is positive, negative, or neutral 

ÅAttribute-level: extract the object attributes (e.g. image 

quality, zoom size) that are the subject of an opinion and 

the opinion orientations 

ÅAs the object becomes more granular, the 

intensity/difficulty increases 
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Document-level Sentiment Analysis 

ÅTasks: identify if the document expresses opinions and if 
yes classify the document into positive, negative, or 
neutral based on the overall sentiments expressed by 
opinion holders 

ÅAssumptions:  

ïthe document is opinionated on a single object 

ïthe opinions are from a single opinion holder 

ÅSimilar to but different from topic-based text 
classification 

ïIn topic-based text classification, topic words are important 

ïIn sentiment classification, opinion words are more important, 
e.g. wonderful, fabulous, terrible 
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Opinion Words 

ÅAlso known as polarity words, sentiment words, opinion 

lexicon, or opinion-bearing words, e.g. 

ïPositive: wonderful, elegant, amazing 

ïNegative: horrible, disgusting, poor 

ÅBase type (examples above) and comparative type (e.g. 

better, worse) 

ÅHow to generate them: more on this later 
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A Simple Method ï Counting Opinion Words 

ÅOpinion/polarity words: dominating indicators of 
sentiments, especially adjectives, adverbs, and verbs, 
e.g. ñI absolutely love this camera. It is amazing!ò. 

ÅPre-defined opinion words: good, terrible, é (more on 
this later) 

ÅAssign orientation score (+1, -1) to all words 

ïPositive opinion words (+1): great, amazing, love 

ïNegative opinion words (-1): horrible, hate 

ïStrength value [0, 1] can be used too 

ÅThe orientation score of the document is the sum of 
orientation scores of all opinion words found 

ïThe previous review has an orientation score of 4 ï 1 = 3 
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Rule-based Method 

ÅIs simply counting opinion words good enough? No! 

ïñThere is not one thing I hate about this productò Ą Wrong 

ÅWe need to handle negation: ñnot é hateò implies like 

ïSimple rules can be manually created 

Åñnot é negativeò Ą positive 

Åñnever é negativeò Ą positive 

ïThe previous review has a score of 4 + 1 = 5 

ïNote: negation needs to be handled with care, e.g. ñnotò in ñnot 

only é but alsoò does not change the orientation 
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Terminology 

ÅPattern/rule: a sequence of tokens 

ÅToken: an abstraction of a word, represented using 

lemma of a word, polarity tag, or Part Of Speech (POS) 

[Brill, CANLP1992] tag. Two special tokens: 

ïTOPIC: an attribute, e.g. size, weight 

ïGAP_digit_digit: how many words can be skipping between two 

tokens to allow more tolerant matching, e.g. GAP_1_2 

ÅPolarity tag: positive, negative, neutral, NOT (negation) 

ÅPOS tag: NN (noun), VB (verb), JJ (adjective), RB 

(adverb), IN (preposition) é 
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Basic Opinion Rules ï Label Sequential 

Pattern (LSP) Matching 

ÅSubject {like | adore | want | work} TOPIC Ą positive, e.g. 

ïñI like the old cameraò 

ÅSubject {is | are} {great | fantastic | simple | easy} Ą positive, e.g. 

ïñThis camera is fantasticò 

ÅTOPIC GAP_0_3 NOT work Ą negative, e.g. 

ïñThe new search still does not workò 

ÅPlease do NOT VB Ą negative, e.g. 

ïñPlease do not roll out this new search!ò 

ÅNOT GAP_0_3 {want | think | believe | need | get} Ą negative, e.g. 

ïñI do not want large size pictures in the Gallery windowò 

Å{get | bring | give | put | change} GAP_0_3 TOPIC GAP_0_3 back Ą 
positive 

ïñPlease put the old search and browse back!ò 
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Limitation of Rule-based System 

ÅAn expensive task: 

ïOnly a limited number of opinion words can be found 

ïOnly a limited number of patterns can be created 

ÅCan we automate the task with limited manual work? 

e.g. find opinion words and their orientations 

automatically 
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Automatically Finding Opinion Words [Turney, ACL2002] 

ÅData: reviews from epinions.com on automobiles, banks, 
movies and travel destinations 

ÅStep 1. perform part of speech (POS) tagging and extract 
phrases containing adjectives and adverbs based on 
manually specified patterns 
Table 1. Patterns of POS tags for extracting two-word phrases 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ïe.g. extract two consecutive words if the first word is adjective, the 
second is a noun and the third (which is not extracted) is anything: 
ñthis camera produces beautiful picturesò 
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Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) 

ÅStep 2. estimate the orientation of each extracted phrase 

using the PMI measure 

ïPMI is the amount of information that we acquire about the 

presence of one of the words when we observe the other 

 

 

 

 

ïThe opinion orientation (OO) of a phrase is computed based on 

its association with the positive reference word ñexcellentò and its 

association with the negative reference word ñpoorò 
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PMI (cont.) 

ÅEstimate probabilities with number of hits of search query 

ïFor each search query, search engine returns the number of 

relevant documents to the query, which is the number of hits 

ÅTurney used AltaVista which had a NEAR operator, 

which constrains the search to documents that contain 

the words within 10 words of one another, in either order 

 

ÅExamples: 

ïñlow feesò, ñJJ NNSò, 0.333 

ïñunethical practicesò, ñJJ NNSò, -8.484 

ïñlow fundsò, ñJJ NNSò, -6.843 
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Sentiment Orientation Classification 

ÅStep 3. Compute the average semantic orientation of all 

phrases in the review 

ïClassify as positive (recommended) or negative (not 

recommended) based on the sign of the average 

ïFinal classification accuracy: 

ÅAutomobiles ï 84% 

ÅBanks ï 80% 

ÅMovies ï 66% 

ÅTravel destinations ï 71% 

 Note: Recent variations use more than two words to determine the 

orientation 
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Polarity Words Generation 

ÅManual: effective but expensive 

ÅDictionary-based: use a seed list and grow the list, e.g. 

ïSentiWordNet 

ÅCorpus-based: rely on syntactic or co-occurrence 

patterns in large text corpora [Hazivassiloglou & McKeown, ACL1997; Turney, 

ACL2002; Yu & Hazivassiloglou, EMNLP2003, Kanayama & Nasukawa, EMNLP2006; Ding & Liu, SIGIR2007] 

http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/


ANEW: Affective Norms for English Words 

http://csea.phhp.ufl.edu/media/anewmessage.html is specific to English 


